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We introduce a self-affine asperity model ~SAM! for the seismicity that mimics the fault friction by means
of two fractional Brownian profiles that slide one over the other. An earthquake occurs when there is an
overlap of the two profiles representing the two fault faces and its energy is assumed proportional to the
overlap surface. The SAM exhibits the Gutenberg-Richter law with an exponent b related to the roughness
index of the profiles. Apart from being analytically treatable, the model exhibits a nontrivial clustering in the
spatiotemporal distribution of epicenters that strongly resembles the experimentally observed one. A generalized and more realistic version of the model exhibits the Omori scaling for the distribution of the aftershocks.
The SAM lies in a different perspective with respect to usual models for seismicity. In this case, in fact, the
critical behavior is not self-organized but stems from the fractal geometry of the faults, which, in its turn, is
supposed to arise as a consequence of geological processes on very long time scales with respect to the seismic
dynamics. Our approach is distinguished by the explicit introduction of the fault geometry as an active element
of this complex phenomenology. @S1063-651X~97!04605-9#
PACS number~s!: 05.45.1b, 91.30.Px

P ~ E ! ;E 2 b 21 ,

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, theoretical models have acquired an increasing
relevance in the study of seismicity. Their aim is to fill the
gap between experimental knowledge and theoretical comprehension of the phenomenon.
One of the most serious problems which geologists have
to face is the lack of complete catalogues extended over long
time periods. This makes it difficult to improve general comprehension about earthquakes. By studying theoretical models, one then tries to focus on some particular ingredients,
which are supposed to be essentials, and then tries to understand as much as possible of the seismic behavior. In this
way one can compare the specific predictions of the models
with those obtained from the real catalogues.
Though the dynamics of earthquakes is very complex
there are some simple basic components which have to be
taken into account in a model: ~a! earthquakes are generated
by a very slow discontinuous driving of a fault; ~b! the occurrence of earthquakes is intermittent, i.e., they occur as
abrupt rupture events when the fault can no longer sustain
the stress; and ~c! there are two separate time scales involved
in the process; one is related to the stress accumulation while
the other, which is orders of magnitude smaller, is associated
to the duration of the abrupt releases of stress.
Many forms of scaling invariance appear in seismic phenomena. The most impressive feature is the celebrated
Gutenberg-Richter law @1# for the magnitude distribution of
earthquakes. It states that the probability P(E)dE that an
earthquake releases energy in the interval @ E,E1dE # scales
according to a power law
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~1!

with an exponent b of the order of unity whose eventual
universality is a matter of debate.
The Omori law @2# for the time correlations of aftershocks
~i.e., seismic events which happen as a consequence of a
main earthquake! is another example of scaling behavior in
the seismic phenomenology and one of the most difficult to
reproduce in simplified models.
In the last decades there has been increasing evidence for
the space-time clustering @3# of the earthquake epicenters. In
particular, there is experimental evidence suggesting that the
epicenter distribution is self-similar both in space and in
time.
Unfortunately, the complexity of modeling the motion of
a fault system, even in rather well controlled situations such
as the San Andreas fault in California, is a highly difficult
task and the correct theoretical framework at the very origin
of scaling laws is still controversial. It is thus important to
make the simplest possible models that are able to exhibit the
main qualitative features of the fault dynamics. Their physical relevance stems from the specific predictions on the real
seismic activity which might be verified from experimental
data.
One of the first attempts in this direction is due to Burridge and Knopoff @4#, who introduced a stick-slip model of
coupled oscillators to mimic the interaction of two fault surfaces. In practice, one considers blocks on a rough support
connected to one another by springs. They are also connected by other springs to a driver which moves at a very
low constant speed. The blocks stick until the spring force
overwhelms the static friction and then one or more blocks
slide, releasing an ‘‘earthquake’’ energy proportional to the
sum of the displacements. In the frame of the inferior plate,
1346
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if x i denotes the position of the ith block, the equations of
motion are
m i ẍ i 5k c,i ~ x i11 2x i ! 2k c,i21 ~ x i 2x i21 !
2k p,i ~ x i 2 v t ! 1F i ~ ẋ i ! ,

~2!

where F i (ẋ i ) represents the friction force which depends on
the block velocity ẋ i . In the original model the friction force,
zero for zero velocity, increases progressively as the velocity
increases up to a certain maximum value. This model exhibits the Gutenberg-Richter law for the distribution of the energy released during an earthquake and it allows for the presence of aftershocks. Up to now the original model of
Burridge and Knopoff remains the only one able to explain
the presence of aftershocks without ad hoc modifications.
A numerical integration of the Newton equations for a
one-dimensional chain with a large number of homogeneous
blocks has been performed by Carlson and Langer @5#. Their
model differs from that of Burridge and Knopoff in the form
of the friction force which is supposed to be identical for all
the blocks, neglecting the inhomogeneities of the crust. It has
been shown that the model exhibits the Gutenberg-Richter
law @1# ~see also @6# for the connection with the chaotic
behavior of the system!.
More recently it has been suggested that the qualitative
aspects of earth-quakes ~and of Burridge and Knopoff models! could be captured by the so-called sandpile models,
which are the paradigm of a large class of models showing
self-organized criticality ~SOC! @7#. The concept of selforganized criticality has been invoked by Bak, Tang, and
Wiesenfeld @7# to describe the tendency of dynamically
driven systems to evolve spontaneously towards a critical
stationary state with no characteristic time or length scale.
An example of this behavior is provided by sandpile models:
sand is added grain by grain in a pile on a d-dimensional
lattice until unstable sand ~too large local slope of the pile!
slides off. In this way the pile reaches a steady state where
additional sand grains fall off the pile by avalanche events.
This steady state is critical since avalanches of any size are
observed. According to this picture of self-organized criticality, during its whole evolution the Earth would have reached
a marginally stable state in which any small perturbation
could give rise to relaxation processes, earthquakes in this
case, that can be small or cover the entire system. In this way
the earthquakes would be the equivalents of avalanches for
sandpile models. The main ingredient in this picture would
be the interplay between the slow dynamics, represented by
the stress accumulation, and the fast dynamics of earthquakes. The latter would modify the Earth’s crust which, in
its turn, can give rise to earthquakes and so on, with a feedback mechanism that would be at the origin of the selforganization.
There exists a whole generation of SOC models proposed
to explain the scale-invariant properties of earthquakes @8,9#.
These types of models suggest, however, that there is no
stress accumulation before a big earthquake and the exponent of the Gutenberg-Richter law is expected ~with the exception @10# that we mention hereafter! to be universal. In
addition the space-time distribution of the epicenters has no
clear relation with the experiments where nontrivial clustering is present.
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It is worthwhile to recall in this framework the model
proposed by Olami, Feder, and Christensen @10#. Their
model maps the two-dimensional version of the BurridgeKnopoff spring-block model in a cellular automaton and it
gives a good prediction of the Gutenberg-Richter law with a
nonuniversal value of the b exponent, which varies with the
level of nonconservation of the model and could account for
the b variances observed in nature.
In order to go beyond the limitations of these models, we
have recently proposed an alternative approach @11# where
the critical behavior is not self-organized but stems from the
fractal geometry of the faults @12–14#. In this perspective the
faults are supposed to be formed as a consequence of geological processes on very long time scales with respect to the
seismic dynamics. Looking at the system on the time scale of
human records the fault structure can be considered assigned
and just slightly modified by earthquakes.
In particular, we have introduced the so-called self-affine
asperity model ~SAM! @11#, which mimics the fault dynamics by means of the slipping of two rough and rigid Brownian profiles one over the other. In this scheme an earth-quake
occurs when there is an intersection between the two profiles.
The energy released is proportional to the overlap interval.
This model, apart from being analytically treatable, exhibits
some specific features which follow from the fractal geometry of the fault. In particular, it reproduces the GutenbergRichter law with an exponent b which is nonuniversal since
it depends on the roughness of the fault profiles. It predicts
the presence of a local stress accumulation before a large
seismic event. Moreover, it allows one to analyze and investigate the complex phenomenology of the space-time clustering of epicenters. The model exhibits, in fact, a long-range
correlation of the events which corresponds to a self-similar
distribution of the spatial and temporal epicenter sets. In this
scheme it is also possible to include the analysis of the origin
of aftershocks and show that, in a natural generalization of
the model, they follow the celebrated Omori law.
In this paper we describe in detail the SAM. The analytical results are, step by step, tested numerically and, whenever possible, via comparison with experimental data.
The outline of the paper is the following. In Sec. II we
introduce the model and we recall some properties of fractional Brownian profiles. Section III is devoted to the discussion of the Gutenberg-Richter law. We show that the SAM
follows this scaling with an exponent b that we relate analytically to the roughness of the Brownian profile. This allows us to draw some conclusions on the nonuniversality of
the exponent b. In Sec. IV we discuss the problem of the
distribution of epicenters from both the spatial and the temporal points of view. The SAM exhibits a nontrivial clustering of epicenters which reproduces the experimental results
and can be analytically explained by exploiting the properties of the fractional Brownian profiles. The problem of the
power spectrum of the temporal sequence of earthquakes is
also discussed. Section V is dedicated to the introduction of
a more realistic version of the SAM. This version, which
takes into account the local rearrangement of the Earth’s
crust as a consequence of the earthquakes, exhibits a nontrivial scaling in the distribution of the aftershocks, according to Omori’s law. Finally in Sec. VI we draw conclusions.
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The paper is completed by two appendices on the statistics of
the fractional Brownian profiles.
II. THE MODEL

Many authors pointed out that natural rock surfaces can
be represented by fractional Brownian surfaces over a wide
scale range @12,13# and that also the topographic traces of the
fault surfaces exhibit scale invariance @15#. There is not, up
to now, an exhaustive explanation of the formation of fractal
faults but a lot of studies have been carried out in order to
extract geometrical information about the faults @16,17,12#.
This kind of studies is made difficult by the practical impossibility of obtaining accurate information about faults which
are not on the Earth’s surface. Also on the Earth’s surface it
is difficult to identify the fault profile and often what appears
at a certain scale as a single fault is actually composed of
several segments of faults. Nevertheless, there exists a reasonable agreement to assume that faults can be regarded as
fractals and, in particular, as statistically self-affine
profiles F H (t), and then profiles whose height scales as
u F H (t1 t )2F H (t) u ; t H . In d52, such a profile F H (t) can
be generated by fractional Brownian motion ~FBM! with exponent H, the Hurst exponent, and in d53 by the standard
generalization given by Brownian reliefs @18,19#. The exponent 0<H<1 controls the roughness of the fault where the
standard Brownian profile corresponds to H51/2, and a differentiable curve corresponds to H51. Just to give an example, let us recall how it is possible to generate a Brownian
profile. In the one-dimensional case one can generate L random variables ~RV! $ X 1 ,...,X L % according to the following
algorithm:

X i5

H

1

with probability p5 31

0

with probability p5 31

21

with probability p5 31 .

n

( Xi

i51

;n<L,

about the relation between the roughness of the fault H and
the scaling exponent of the Gutenberg-Richter law as well as
on the spatiotemporal distribution of epicenters.
Note how this model represents an alternative approach
with respect to the SOC models. In this case, in fact, one
supposes the interplay between the fault structure and the
seismic events to be lacking. The latter is supposed not to
modify substantially the fault geometry. In this sense one is
in a sort of limit of infinite rigidity of the Burridge-Knopoff
models.
Operatively, the SAM is defined by the following dynamical rules.
~i! We consider two profiles, say S 8 (n) and S 9 (n), with
n51,...,L, on parallel supports of length L at infinite distance. The initial condition is obtained by putting them in
contact at the point where the height difference is minimal so
that ~see Fig. 1!
S 8 ~ n ! 5S 9 ~ n ! 1 max $ S 8 ~ j ! 2S 9 ~ j ! % ,

n51,...,L.

jP $ 1,...,L %

On a one-dimensional lattice of L sites one can thus define a
stochastic function
S ~ n ! 5S 0 1

FIG. 1. Fault planes realized by two Brownian profiles put in
contact at one point.

~3!

where S 0 is an arbitrary integer number. Equation ~3! defines, in the limit n→`, a self-affine profile of fractal dimension D51.5. More generally, the fractal dimension of the
profile is well known to be D F 5d2H. For further details
refer to Appendix A.
The explicit introduction of the fault geometry in a model
for seismicity was already been supposed by Huang and Turcotte @14#. They introduced a static model where the average
of all the seismic events contributing to the GutenbergRichter law is taken over many uncorrelated realizations of
one single fractal profile. The purpose of this paper is to
introduce a dynamical model, called the self-affine asperity
model, that describes the seismic activity considering two
profiles sliding one over the other instead of only one as in
@14#. Such a model has the advantage of exhibiting strong
spatial and temporal correlations also between far away seismic events, and allows us to infer some specific predictions

~ii! The successive evolution is obtained by drifting a
profile in a parallel way with respect to the other one, at a
constant speed v , so that S 8 (n;t)5S 8 (n2 v t).
~iii! At each time step t, one controls whether there are
new contact points between the profiles, i.e., whether
S 8 (n;t)2S 9 (n),0 for some x value. An intersection represents a single seismic event and starts with the collision of
two asperities of the profiles. The energy released is assumed
to be proportional to the breaking area of the asperities, i.e.,
the extension of the hypersurfaces, in general of dimension
(d21), involved in the collision of the asperities during an
earthquake. In the case d52 the energy released is given by
the sum of the lengths of the two segments indicated with
A and B in Fig. 2.
~iv! We do not allow the development of new earthquakes in a region where a seismic event is already taking

FIG. 2. Sketch for the definition of the energy released during
an earthquake. It is assumed proportional to the breaking area @the
(d21)-dimensional sets A and B# between the two asperities: E
}A1B.
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place, i.e., with reference to Fig. 2, we do not take into account the earthquakes which eventually take place in regions
A and B of the two profiles, until A and B have a nonzero
overlap.
Rule ~iii! is a consequence of the proportionality between
the energy released during an earthquake and its seismic momentum M 0 , which, according to standard geophysical definitions, can be written as
M 05

Em

S dA,

A

~4!

where m is the rigidity modulus of the medium under consideration, S is the displacement of the fault during the earthquake, and A is the rupture area. If we consider m as a
constant along the fault one has
1
M 05 m A
A

E

A

S dA5 m AS̄.

~5!

M 0 is then proportional to the average displacement of a
fault during an earthquake. The bigger the pressure exerted
on the asperity, the bigger will be the displacement of the
fault. A measure of the pressure necessary to break an asperity is given by its dimension. One then supposes that the
average displacement is proportional to the dimension of the
asperity broken during an earthquake. The formula ~5!,
which is an approximation valid for wavelengths greater than
the source dimension, would predict a behavior M ;l 3
whereas with our assumption we have M ;l 2 . Nevertheless,
we have to take into account that the breakings never exceed
the crust thickness and, by analyzing the big earthquakes,
one deduces that the vertical dimension is practically constant. One can then assume M ;l 2 , which agrees with our
hypothesis in the realistic case d53. It is obviously possible
to consider more sophisticated schemes and the work along
these lines is still in progress.
With these rules, the motion of the two profiles simulates
the slipping of the two walls of a single fault. The points of
collision are the points of the fault where the morphology
prevents the free slip: these are the points where there is an
accumulation of stress and, consequently, a raise of pressure.
When the local pressure exceeds a certain threshold, a breaking takes place, an earthquake, which allows relaxation of
the stress to relax and redistribution of the energy, previously
accumulated, all around. We assumed that the region between the two sliding profiles of the fault is empty or filled
by a granular medium, consistent with the observation that
the fault gauge is a zone of fractured rocks. According to the
paper by Herrmann, Mantica, and Bessis @20#, one could
think of this granular medium as being composed of roller
bearings between the two surfaces. The existence of a large
region between the two rough surfaces could then be related
to the so-called seismic gap, namely, an extended area where
two tectonic plates can creep on each other without producing either earthquakes or the amount of heat expected from
usual friction forces. This zone slides and has no influence
on the dynamics due to its relatively lower viscosity.
For the sake of simplicity, in this version of the SAM,
there is no real breaking of the profiles as a consequence of
an earthquake and the profiles maintain their structures after
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a crash. Thus this is a perspective which is opposite to that of
the SOC models, since the earthquake dynamics has no effect on the structure of the profile. Realistic situations could
well correspond to intermediate cases, of course.
It is possible to introduce a more realistic breaking
mechanism where there is also a modification of the asperity
form after an earthquake. We will discuss this possibility in
Sec. V and we will show there how it is possible, in this
framework, to reproduce Omori’s law.
It is worthwhile to stress that the SAM exhibits a strong
nonlocality since a collision at a point x at the time t can
trigger, at a later time, a subsequent event also very far away.
One of the main advantages of the SAM consists in the possibility of deriving various analytic results using the properties of Brownian profiles.
III. THE GUTENBERG-RICHTER LAW
AND THE NONUNIVERSALITY
OF THE b EXPONENT

In 1956, Gutenberg and Richter @1# noticed the dependence of earthquake frequency on their magnitude: the
greater the magnitude, the smaller the frequency. The relation between the frequency and the magnitude of earthquakes is
log10N ~ M .m ! 5a2bm,

~6!

where N(M .m) is the number of earthquakes with a magnitude greater than m while a and b are two empirical parameters. The b value is generally in the range 0.8,b,1.4
depending on the Earth’s region considered and the stress
level of the region itself.
Relation ~6! is the most important statistical representation of seismicity and the understanding of the underlying
mechanisms is of fundamental importance for the comprehension and forecasting of earthquakes. Several studies have
been made to understand the origin of the universality of the
Gutenberg-Richter relation but, despite the simplicity of this
relation, there is no understanding of the underlying mechanisms. The b value might depend on three factors: ~1! the
geometrical properties of the fault, ~2! the physical properties
of the medium, and ~3! the stress level of the seismic region.
In this section we show that, in the framework of the SAM,
the b value is essentially determined by the fault geometry
and in particular by its fractal dimension. The magnitude
M is not the only indicator of the earthquake strength; another quantity used to describe the earthquake intensity is the
seismic moment M 0 that we have defined in Eq. ~4!. From
dimensional analysis it is obvious that the energy E released
by an earthquake is proportional to its moment. There is an
empirical relation between the seismic moment ~or energy!
and the magnitude:
log10E5cM 1d,

~7!

where E is the released energy. From Eqs. ~6! and ~7! we
easily obtain the energy distribution for earthquakes:
P ~ E ! ;E 2 b 21 ,

~8!
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FIG. 4. Exponent b11 vs the Hurst exponent H for the SAM in
d52.

From the preceding equation we can compute the mean extension of the hyperareas:
FIG. 3. Number of earthquakes releasing an energy E vs E for
roughness index H5 21.

where P(E) is the probability of an earthquake releasing an
energy E and b 5b/c.
In order to describe the seismic phenomenology a model
for the fault slip has to verify Eq. ~8!: we thus will study the
energy distribution for the model defined in the preceding
section ~SAM!.
The numerical simulations provide clear evidence that our
model exhibits the Gutenberg-Richter law ~8!, see Fig. 3. As
we have defined in the preceding section, the energy released
during an earthquake is essentially given by the length of the
superposition between the fluctuations of the two self-affine
profiles. Remembering that the difference between two selfaffine profiles is a self-affine profile itself, we can consider
only the profile given by the difference between the upper
profile and the lower profile: the energy distribution will be
simply the length distribution of the segment obtained by
intersecting the difference profile with a straight line.
If we consider a fractal ensemble having a dimension D
5d2H embedded in a d-dimensional Euclidean space, the
intersection between the ensemble and a hyperplane of dimension d21 will be an ensemble of dimension by @15#:
D5 ~ d2H ! 1 ~ d21 ! 2d5d2H21.
Therefore the average extension of the hyperareas given by
the intersection between a self-affine hypersurface and a hyperplane will be

^ a & L ;A H/d21 ,

~9!

where the subscript L indicates that we are considering a
portion of the hyperplane of extension A;L d21 . By virtue
of the self-affine nature of the considered ensemble, the hyperareas distribution will be
d ~ a ! ;a 2 b 21 .

^ a & L;

E

L d21

a 2 b da;L ~ d21 !~ 12 b ! .

0

~10!

By comparing Eqs. ~9! and ~10!, one gets the relation between the exponent b of the Gutenberg-Richter law in d
dimensions and the Hurst exponent which accounts for the
fractal properties of the faults:

b 512

H
.
d21

~11!

In the three-dimensional case one has

b 512

H
,
2

~12!

with bP@ 21 ,1#.
In order to check Eq. ~11! we have performed a numerical
experiment in d52. Figure 4 reports the results of the b
value, as a function of the Hurst exponent, which are in good
agreement with the expected relation b 522H. The dependence of b value on the roughness of the faults could then
account for the nonuniversality of the b value which would
reflect the variability of the fractal dimension of the fault
profiles around the world. In this perspective one could also
try to relate the b value to the age of a given fault profile. By
supposing that the effect of the fault slipping and of the
earthquakes is a smoothing of the profiles, i.e., an increase of
H, one could guess that the older the fault profile, the
smaller the b value.
IV. SPACE-TIME DISTRIBUTIONS OF EPICENTERS

Let us now try to analyze the problem of the spacetemporal clustering of the earthquake epicenters. Many authors @3,21,22# pointed out that the epicenter tends to cover a
fractal set with a fractal dimension which is a highly irregular function of space and time. One of the most interesting
features is represented by the evidence that the spatial distri-
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bution of the epicenters along a linear seismogenetic structure seems to exhibit self-similar properties. Results of the
same kind have been reported for single ‘‘transform’’ faults.
This could lead to the conclusion that the nonhomogeneity of
the spatial distribution of the epicenters is due to some peculiar phenomenon occurring also in a single linear fault and
just partly to the fractal distribution of the faults.
Similar properties are exhibited by the temporal distribution of events with a nonhomogenous structure, made of periods of quiescence and bursts of activity. Along the same
region there could be subregions with nonhomogeneous and
also very different behaviors.
Thanks to the simple dynamics of the SAM it is possible
to study, whether analytically or numerically, the complex
space-time distribution of the epicenters. Operatively the
space location of an epicenter is defined in correspondence
with the first point of contact of the two colliding asperities
belonging to the two profiles.
As far as spatial distribution of earthquakes is concerned,
our simulations provide good evidence of a spatial clustering
of epicenters on a set with fractal dimension smaller than 1.
In particular, we obtained a value of the fractal dimension
d ep in the range d ep.0.8– 0.9 for H varying in the interval
@0.3,0.7# and for different lengths of the system between L
51000 and 50 000.
By numerical analysis of the model the values of d ep seem
to decrease with increasing H and seem to remain nearly
constant with respect to variations of the system dimensions
and of H. These results are not immediately explicable; if
the fault profiles could slip for an infinite time, in fact, each
point of the inferior profile could be, theoretically, an epicenter because it, sooner or later, would be hit by an asperity of
the superior fault profile. In this way we would have that
limt→` d ep5limL→` d ep51, and the set of epicenters thus becomes a compact set. This intuitive idea turns out to be correct since the observed noninteger fractal dimension is a nontrivial finite-size effect. It is possible to show analytically,
for H50.5, that the fractal dimension d ep(L) of the epicenter
set in a fault of linear size L is
d ep~ L ! .12

g ln lnL
lnL

for large L.

~13!

We will sketch here the main lines of the proof, referring the
reader for further details to Appendix A.
First of all it is worthwhile to remember that, according to
the definition of the SAM, in order to obtain an infinite evolution of the system we necessarily need two fault profiles
with a length L, which tends to infinity. One has first to
create the two profiles separately and then to put them in
contact. This is because the average distance between the
two profiles tends to increase as L→`.
In full generality, with reference to Fig. 5, called
^ S 8 (n) & 5S 80 , ^ S 9 (n) & 5S 90 , and h 0 5max jP$1,...,L % $ S 8 ( j)
2S 9 ( j) % , one has, from Eq. ~2!, ^ S 9 (n) & 5S 90 1h 0 and setting, without loss of generality, S 80 5S 90 50,

^ S 9 ~ n ! 2S 8 ~ n ! & 5h 0 .

~14!

The idea we want to use is that the number of epicenters
N E , for sufficiently large systems, will be proportional to the
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FIG. 5. Scheme illustrating the region of heights @ h min ,hmax# in
which the occurrence of collisions between asperities is possible.
h 0 is a function of the length L of the profiles and indicates their
average distance.

number of points of the inferior profile, N(h,L), with a
height h between the minimum value h min of the upper fault
trace, and the maximum value h max of the lower one, as
shown in Fig. 5:
N E~ L ! ;

E

h max~ L !

h min~ L !

N ~ h,L ! dh,

~15!

where N(h,L), for big values of h, can be written as
N ~ h,L ! ; AL exp~ 23h 2 /4h L ! ,

~16!

where 3h/4 is a constant dependent on the variance of the
variables $ x i % used to generate the profile. By inserting Eq.
~16! into Eq. ~15! one has
N E ~ L ! ; AL

E

h max

h min

S

exp 2

D

3h 2
dh.
4hL

~17!

Let us find an estimate of the h min and h max values in the
limit L→` and consider the two faults to be Brownian profiles (H5 21 ) with length L.
In our case the variables $ X i %$ Y i % which compose the
profiles are random variables with zero mean and variance
s 2 5 23 . So the variables $ X̄ i % 5 A3/2$ X i % and $ Ỹ i %
5 A3/2$ Y i % will be random variables with zero mean and
unitary variance. To these variables we can apply the socalled iterated logarithm theorem ~ILT! @23#. It states that,
for a partial sum S k 5 ( ki51 w i of identically distributed random variables $ v i % with ^ w i & 50 and variance s 2 [ ^ v 2i &
51, it holds that

S

P lim sup
k→`

Sk

A2k

ln lnk

D

51 51,

~18!

where P(A5a) is the probability for the variable A to have
the value a. For the H5 21 case we can also write S inf(k)
5 ( ki51 X i and S sup(k)5h 0 1 ( ki51 Y i , where $ X i % and $ Y i %
are uniformly distributed variables with zero mean, standard
deviation s 2 5 32 , and h 0 5max;i((ik51Xi2Y i).
By using the ILT with profiles built with the normalized
variables X̃ i and Ỹ i one obtains
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sup $ S 8 ~ n ! % 5

lim

L→` nP @ 1,L #

lim

2

A3

inf $ S 9 ~ n ! % 52

L→` nP @ 1,L #

AL

ln lnL,
~19!

2

A3

AL

ln lnL.

One has also
inf $ S 8 ~ n ! % 5h 0 1 inf $ S 9 ~ n ! % .

nP @ 1,L #

~20!

nP @ 1;L #

By defining the stochastic variables $ Z i 5X i 2Y i % it will be,
by definition,

H( J
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where h* is the mean value of ḡ 2 (L)/ h (L). This implies
that, according to what we had forewarned, limL→` d ep51,
and thus that the fractal nature of the spatial distribution of
epicenters is due to the fault finite size. The asymptotic value
d ep51 is reached very slowly at increasing L and it cannot
be detected except by means of huge simulations. We have
checked the validity of Eq. ~27! for profiles with a linear size
L varying in the range 102 – 106 . Work is in progress to
extend our results to the case of a generic roughness index
H.
Let us now discuss the temporal correlations of earthquakes and, in particular, the problem of the 1/f noise. A
system is said to exhibit 1/f noise when its power spectrum
scales as

n

h 0 5 sup

nP @ 1,L # i51

~21!

Zi .

The variables $ Z i % have zero mean and variance s 5 . So
we can apply the ILT to the variables Z̄ i 5()/2)Z i by getting
2

h 05

2 A2

A3

Aln lnL.

4
3

~22!

By comparing Eqs. ~19!, ~20!, and ~22! one easily gets the
expressions for h min and h max :
h min5

2

A3

~ A221 ! AL ln lnL,

~23!

h max5

2

A3

AL

E

AL ln lnL

~ A221 ! AL ln lnL

e 2t

2 /2h

dt5LI ~ L ! ,

~24!

where I(L) is an integral which tends to zero in the limit
L→`. We are interested in how this integral goes to zero.
The ‘‘average theorem’’ for continuous function states
that it will be possible to find a t̃5 g (L) A2 ln ln L, with
g (L)P]&21,1@ , in such a way that
˜ 2 /2h

N E ~ L ! ;Le 2 t

Dt;

L
~ lnL ! g̃

2 L !/h
~

,

~25!

where Dt is the integration interval and g̃ (L) is the limit
value of g (L) and we have neglected all the terms diverging
slower than the logarithm.
Using the mass-length definition of fractal dimension,
d ep5 lim lnN E ~ L ! /lnL,

~26!

~28!

^ E ~ t1t 0 ! E ~ t 0 ! &
21,
^E~ t 0 !&2

~29!

where E(t) in our case represents the energy released by an
earthquake which occurred at time t and the averages are
taken over the distribution of times t 0 . If the energy presents
a power-law distribution with an exponent greater than 22,
as in our case, the average ^ E(t) & will depend on its maximum value and then on the system dimension. We would
have, in this way, a nonconsistent procedure to calculate the
autocorrelation function. In order to overcome this difficulty
one can use an alternative definition of the autocorrelation
function which is independent of the scale of the system. If
we define it as
C ~ t ! 5 ^ E ~ t1t 0 ! E ~ t 0 ! &

~30!

it is possible to show @24# that the power spectrum S( f ) is
linked to the Fourier transformation of C(t), ^ u E f u 2 & , by the
relation

^ u E f u 2 & 5S ~ f ! 11/N,

~31!

where N represents the dimension of the system. We have
also

L→`

we obtain the relation
d ep.12 h *

1
,
fa

with a smaller than 2. The interest in 1/f noise lies in its
ubiquity in nature. 1/f noise has been detected in systems as
diverse as resistors, the hourglass and the flow of rivers or of
cars in a traffic system. Even though much work has been
devoted to this topic it is still lacking a general theory that
explains the widespread occurrence of 1/f noise.
The fact that the power spectrum is connected to the autocorrelation function by the Wiener and Khintchin theorem
leads some authors to the idea that the presence of the 1/f
noise indicates the presence of self-similarity in the distribution of correlation times.
The autocorrelation function is usually defined as
C~ t !5

ln lnL,

and, inserting these expressions in Eq. ~17! and making a
change of variables,
N E ~ L ! ;L

S~ f !;

S

D

ln lnL
ln ln lnL
1O
,
lnL
lnL

~27!

S~ f !5

(f ^ u E f 8u 2 & u ~ W ~ f 2 f 8 ! u 2 ,
8

~32!
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FIG. 7. Scheme illustrating the mechanism for the breaking of
the asperities in the generalized SAM. When there is a collision
between two asperities the weaker is broken. The shadowed region
defines the broken area and the new profile after the collision.

rence of the main shock. They are ruled by the following
empiric relation @2#:
N~ t !;

FIG. 6. Power spectrum ~solid line! for the temporal sequence of
earthquakes in the SAM. It shows a 1/f behavior with an exponent
a.1.2 corresponding to the slope of the dashed line.

where the function W( f ) takes into account the finite dimension of the system and tends to the delta function d~0! for an
infinite system. If N is big enough, one has
S ~ f !. ^u E f u 2&

~33!

and one can study the power spectrum by simply analyzing
the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function ~30!.
In our numerical simulation we have studied this function
and the results, shown in Fig. 6, gave
S~ f !; f 2a,

~34!

with a>1.2. This means that our model exhibits 1/f noise,
i.e., there is no maximum autocorrelation time and a seismic
event may be influenced by another one very distant in time.
V. THE GENERALIZED SAM

Up to now we have studied a version of the SAM corresponding to the limit of infinite rigidity of the faults. The
fault profiles are not modified by the seismic activity and one
studies the statistics of earthquakes in the hypothesis that
there is a complete time-scale separation between the seismic
activity and the rearrangement of the Earth’s crust. The latter
would develop in very long times with respect to the scale of
human records and this would justify the assumption.
We have shown how this model exhibits a good interpretation of the seismic phenomenology in a global sense:
Gutenberg-Richter law, epicenter clustering. What is lacking
is the description of what happens locally, i.e., as a consequence of a single event, from both the temporal and the
spatial points of view. In particular, it is not possible to obtain in such a scheme Omori’s law for the distribution of
aftershocks. These events are related to the situation in the
neighborhood of the main shock epicenter after the occur-

1
~ t1c ! a

,

~35!

where N(t) indicates the number of earthquakes which occurred at time t after the main shock, c is a constant, and a
is an exponent whose value ranges in the interval @1.0–1.4#.
For long enough times t one usually supposes t@c and the
functional form of N(t) given by a pure power law N(t)
;t 2 a .
In this section we improve the model in order to include
the rearrangement of the Earth’s crust as a consequence of
the occurrence of an earthquake. With this modification it is
possible to describe the local phenomenology of seismicity
and, in particular, to reproduce Omori’s law.
The model is modified by considering the asperity breaking in the collisions. When two asperities collide a fracturing
process starts in the smallest asperity ~that one with the
smallest section at the level of the epicenter!. The fracture
propagates inside the fault until it again crosses the fault
profile. At this point the fracture stops and the resulting configuration represents the new fault profile in the region involved in the earthquake. The magnitude of the earthquake is
assumed to be proportional to the linear extension of the
fracture.
In Fig. 7 is shown an example of a fracturing process
during an earthquake. The shadowed region is removed from
the fault profile. The statistical properties of the fracture are
supposed to be identical to those of the entire fault profile.
This means that one has to consider a self-affine profile with
the same Hurst exponent of the original fault.
In our simulations, we considered, for the sake of simplicity, the case of a Brownian profile with H50.5. Let us note
that an earthquake at a certain point can trigger several other
earthquakes, with smaller magnitude, which occur in the
same region or in a very close region. In order to investigate
the statistics of the aftershocks we identified all the aftershocls occurring after a certain main shock in the rupture region.
A main shock is defined as an earthquake above a certain
magnitude ~in our simulations an earthquake involving at
least 100 sites!. Starting from this event one counts, as a
function of the time elapsed from the main shock, the number of earthquakes, with a magnitude smaller than that of the
main shock, occurring in the same region. One stops the
counting when an earthquake with a magnitude greater than
or equal to the main shock occurs.
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d5

2
.
11H

~39!

Relation ~37! is obtained by supposing that the area of the
broken asperities scales with its linear extension l as A asp
;l 11H by a standard variable change. Work in this direction
is still in progress and we plan to report on it in future @25#.
It is obviously possible to consider more realistic generalizations of the breaking mechanism, in which the application of the pressure at a certain point causes the breaking in
a different point, mimicking, in this way, the effect of the
stress redistribution in the medium. This situation is, in its
turn, a simplification with respect to the ideal case in which
one has to calculate, at each time step, the new stress field in
the whole medium as a consequence of the changed pressure
conditions.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

FIG. 8. Cumulative distribution for the aftershocks: N(t,T) is
the number of aftershocks, events causally connected to the main
shock, which occurred up to the time T, elapsed from the main
shock time.

We have studied the behavior of the cumulative distribution of aftershocks, i.e., the number N cum(t,T) of earthquakes occurring before T time steps after the main shock.
By averaging over many realizations ~of the order of 102 ! we
have obtained the curve reported in Fig. 8 that exhibits the
Omori scaling law ~35!. For values of t large enough one has
the power law
N cum~ t,T ! ;T 12 a ,

~36!

with the exponent a>0.37. The numerical value of the exponent a is not in good agreement with real values. However, we have just considered the case of a one-dimensional
profile embedded in a two-dimensional space and the model
considers only one isolated fault, thus neglecting the effects
of interaction among different faults. It would be interesting
to study what happens considering the case of a twodimensional surface too.
This generalized SAM recalls the work of Herrmann,
Mantica, and Bessis @20# on the space-filling bearing. The
analogy lies in the fact that one could think of the interspace
between the two fault planes as filled by a granular medium
which is also composed by the broken asperities of the fault.
The link is made closer by the fact that in our case the distribution of areas of the asperities broken follows a power
law
d
P ~ A asp! ;A 2
asp ,

~37!

with an exponent d which could be related analytically to the
roughness exponent by the relation

d 52

F S DG

22d
1
22H
11H
d21

which in d52 takes the value

,

~38!

In summary, we have proposed a model of earthquakes
where the critical behavior is generated by a preexistent fractal geometry of the fault. The statistics of earthquakes is thus
related to the roughness of the fault via the scaling relation
~2! between critical indices. This result suggests that the
younger the fault system, the larger the b exponent is, since
one expects that the roughness of a fault decreases in geological times. Note that in this case, the exponent b is nonuniversal. Another major result is that the fractal distribution
of the epicenters could be a finite-size effect very difficult to
detect from data analysis. In our case our results provide a
possible explanation for the highly irregular and nonrandom
distribution of epicenters that is observed experimentally.
Last but not least, the accumulation of pressure is at the very
origin of large seismic events in the SAM. The presence of
such an effect could be tested also in real situations, e.g., by
piezoelectric measurements.
Moreover, we introduced a generalization of the SAM
which includes the effect of the breaking of the asperities in
contact during an earthquake. This makes the model much
more realistic and allows for the interplay between earthquakes and structural properties of the faults. This version of
the model exhibits a nontrivial distribution of aftershocks
which follows Omori’s law.
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APPENDIX A: STATISTICS
OF FRACTIONAL BROWNIAN MOTIONS

In this appendix we review the main properties of the
so-called fractional Brownian motions, which represent a
generalization of the Brownian motion @15,26,27#.
A FBM F H (t) is defined as a monodrome function of one
variable t, such that its increment DF H (Dt)5F H (t1Dt)
2F H (t) has a Gaussian distribution with variance

s 2 5 ^ DF 2H ~ Dt ! & ;Dt 2H ,

~A1!
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where the brackets indicate the average over many realizations of F H (t). The parameter H is the so-called Hurst exponent and takes values between 0 and 1. The main properties of those functions can be summarized as follows: ~1!
they are stationary, i.e., the average square increment depends only on the increment of the argument t and all the
values of this argument are statistically equivalent; ~2! they
are continuous functions but nowhere differentiable; and ~3!
they are self-affine curves, i.e., if the time scale is rescaled
by a factor r, the corresponding increment DF H (t) is rescaled by a factor r H :

^ DF 2H ~ rDt ! & ;r 2H ^ DF 2H ~ Dt ! & .

~A2!

The FBM are self-affine curves which present a boxcovering dimension equal to D F 5d2H. Let us consider, for
the sake of simplicity, the case d52 and suppose that
F H (t) is defined in a time interval Dt51 with a vertical
extension DF H (t)51. If one rescales the time by a factor r
,1, then, by virtue of the self-affinity, F H (t) will be rescaled by a factor r H . Thus in order to cover a section of
curve extending in the interval Dt5r one needs DF H /Dt
5r H21 boxes of linear dimension r and for the entire profile
one will need r H21 /r boxes. So recalling the definition of
box-covering dimension
D F 5 lim
r→0

lnN ~ r !
ln1/r

~A3!

one has

where D 0 is the fractal dimension of the intersection set, the
zero set. In our case one has D 1 5d21 and D 2 5d2H and
then
D 0 5d212H.

D H 5 lim
r→0

lnr
522H.
ln1/r

~A4!

In the general d-dimensional case one can define the Brownian hypersurface as a function of n5d21 variables X i , i
51,...,n such that

^ DF 2H ~ Dr ! & ;Dr 2H ,

~A5!

with Dr 2 5DX 21 1•••1DX 2n .
The box-covering fractal dimension is then defined as
D F 5n112H5d2H.

~A6!

Here is a last word about the intersection of a FBM with
a line parallel to the temporal axis ~fractal dimension D 1 !
and lying in the same plane of the Brownian profile ~fractal
dimension D 2 !. In this case, by using the law of additivity of
the codimension,
D 0 5D 1 1D 2 2d,

~A7!
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The set of zeros of a Brownian profile in d52 with a generic
vale of the Hurst exponent H is then a set of points whose
fractal dimension is D 0 512H.
APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF NUMBER
OF POINTS IN A BROWNIAN PROFILE
AT A CERTAIN HEIGHT h

In this appendix we calculate the number of points that, in
a Brownian profile, lie at a certain height h. From the general properties of the Brownian profile one knows that if h
50, this number is proportional to AL where L is the length
of the profile. Moreover, as a consequence of the spatial
homogeneity of the random walk one has
P ~ S n1m 50 u S n 50 ! 5 P ~ S n1m 5h u S n 5h ! ,

~B1!

where P(a u b) is the conditional probability that, given a
certain event b, the event a occurs. The number of points at
the height h will be proportional to AL2t where t is the first
passage time at the height h. The first passage time distribution for a height h is known @23# to be
f h~ t ! 5

H22
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A2 p t 3

S D

exp 2

h2
.
2t

~B2!

One then has that the number of points at the height h is
N~ h !;

EA
L

0

L2t f h ~ t ! dt.

~B3!

Equation ~B3! is a very complicated expression and we limit
ourselves to considering what happens just in the range h
> AL. For the average theorem there will exist a value t *
such that
N ~ h ! ; AL2t * f h ~ t * ! L.

~B4!

We are interested in the case of h; AL and we can then
suppose t * ; h L. One obtains

S

N ~ h ! ; AL exp 2

h2
2hL

D

~B5!

that we used in Sec. IV.
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